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Why kubernetes?

Who we are, how was our previous architecture, 
how it is today and major reasons for this 
migration.

Failure stories

Some “drama” and “cool” stuff that happened 
during the migration process

03 Current status and future

What is our current status and what is still left to do
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What is Codacy?

Static code analysis tool, incorporating multiple 
linters of most popular languages and combining 
them in one interface directly integrated with 
Github, Bitbucket and Gitlab.



45 +
Linters

30 +
Programming 
Languages

3,000 +
Analysis on peak hour

140,000 +
Platform users

30,000 +
Analysis per day

15,000 +
Employees
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Thousands of companies use Codacy to analyze 
billions of lines of code.



Why kubernetes?01
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Why Kubernetes?
● Because it’s cool 

● Because everyone uses it

● Job security

● Handle large workloads in our 

on-prem version

○ It was not easy to scale horizontally 

on-prem

○ Our biggest client was struggling to 

use codacy and was getting harder 

to get bigger deals 

○ Failed attempt with docker swarm 

(meanwhile, phased out)
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Scaling down
Failure stories

cluster-autoscaler

scheduler

eslintworker

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3

worker eslint

Node is unneeded for more than 10 minutes?
● The sum of cpu and memory requests of all 

pods running on this node is smaller than 50% 
(configurable) of the node's allocatable 
resources.

● All pods running on the node can be moved to 
other nodes, i.e., are evictable.

○ Backed by a controller object 
(deployment, statefulset, etc)

○ cluster-autoscaler.kubernete
s.io/safe-to-evict: "false"
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Scaling down
Failure stories

cluster-autoscalereslintworker

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3

worker eslint

scheduler

“algorithm-provider” = “ClusterAutoscalerProvider”
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Share files between pods - Before
Failure stories

● Everything was running on the same 

ec2 instance

○ The worker would clone the repo 

and the container would have the 

volume mounted with the code 

already there to be analysed
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Share files between pods - Docker-in-docker
Failure stories

● Easiest alternative with the minimum 

amount of effort

● Sidecar container, running a docker 

daemon that would be used to launch 

the docker containers for the analysis

● Problems:

○ The docker-in-docker would have 

to run as “priviliged”

○ How to cache the docker images 

for the tools?

○ Overprovisioning for the pod

worker-pod

worker-container dind-container

DOCKER_HOST = 
tcp://localhost:2375

docker run 
codacy-eslint

docker daemon running 
on port 2375

codacy-eslint
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Share files between pods - NFS-server provisioner
Failure stories

● The nfs-server provisioner can be 

used to quickly & easily deploy 

shared storage that works almost 

anywhere.

● It worked… for half of the workload

○ Too many pvs and pvcs being 

deleted, operations getting 

slower and the pods taking too 

much time to start and 

terminate

○ Single point of failure:
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Share files between pods - NFS-server as a side-car
Failure stories

● With the worker and the nfs-server 

containers running on the same pod, 

they can mount the same volume.

● The tools can then mount directly 

from the nfs-server without creating 

any pvs and pvcs:

volumeMounts:
  - mountPath: /src
    name: nfs-volume
    readOnly: true
    subPath: 
worker/codacy/repos/p_5bf4c83881d7bc82
volumes:
  - name: nfs-volume
    nfs:
      path: /export
      server: 172.32.129.216
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DNS intermittent delays
Failure stories

It started with some random UnknownHostExceptions on the workers during startup while trying to 

connect to the databases or to redis...
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DNS intermittent delays
Failure stories

● We found lots of people having different problems and solving it in different ways. 

● Caused by race conditions in the connection tracking mechanism in the Linux Kernel

○ Fixed in version 5 of the Linux kernel

○ The AMI optimized for kubernetes did not support this version yet

● We ended up doing the following:

○ DNS over TCP, on the workers

○ Use IPs to connect to the databases, on the workers

○ Node local DNSCache (daemonset)
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Not setting requests and limits for all containers
Failure stories

● Most of our pods were running without 

setting requests and limits leading to 

resource overcommitment and node 

(and kubelet) crashes.

● Some “kube-system” pods running 

installed by AWS without resources 

being specified

● Quick tip:

○ Go over this list and make sure 

you tick every box: 
https://learnk8s.io/production-best-practices

https://learnk8s.io/production-best-practices
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Not setting requests and limits for all containers
Requests and limits
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EKS
Failure stories

● Hard to get some  visibility over the master nodes.

○ We can get the number of API servers on grafana

○ The control plane logs are available on cloudwatch

● The number of master nodes was not scaling up

○ As a result, the calls to the api server were getting slower

○ We were not creating enough workers to run analysis
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Chaos engineering done wrong
Failure stories

● Accidentally deleted the “codacy” namespace.



Current status and future03
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The production cluster is finally stable
Current status and Future

● We are able to support the same 

workload as before

● Our cloud environment is now similar to 

the one that clients use on premises

● Better performance when scaling workers 

for analysis

● The linters can now run on different 

nodes, independent from the worker

● We have a helm chart to deploy codacy on 

a kubernetes cluster,  with some pretty 

good documentation

○ https://github.com/codacy/chart

https://github.com/codacy/chart
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What’s left to do
Current status and Future

Security

Keep improving the helm chart

Monitoring and alerts

HPA 

Add more network policies to control the 
communication between services.

Improve monitoring and alerts to reduce the 
need of accessing the prod cluster to check 
the status of something.

Battle test it and keep improving its 
documentation.
Some of the clients don’t want the burden of 
having to maintain a kubernetes cluster.
We have to offer an easy alternative to run 
on-prem for those cases (MicroK8s).

We need to start using the horizontal pod 
autoscaler to scale in and out pods based on 
load and/or work to be done. 
Good candidate: repository-listener.



Thank you.
For more information and queries, contact us:

NEW YORK

1460 Broadway, 12th 
Floor
New York, NY 10036

LISBON

Av. João Crisóstomo, nº31 
- 6º 1050-125 Lisboa, 
Portugal
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Visit codacy.com
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We are hiring

Our salary calculator is public

https://www.codacy.com/careers#calculator


